IAWG 2015 Activity Areas
This document sets out Activity Areas for IAWG. This is an outline of potential work areas of IAWG; it is not a work plan.

IAF 'Globalization'
This Activity Area addresses Kantara’s organizational strategy to become a global trust services framework provider.

Tracking and Monitoring Alignment with Multi- or International-Level-Equivalent frameworks
- ISO/IEC
- EU eIDAS
- ITU.T
- NSTIC

Tracking and Monitoring Alignment with other National-Level-Equivalent frameworks
- FICAM TFS / NIST SP800-63 refresh
- UK IDAP
- GC/Canada
- NZ RealMe
- Estonia Digital ID Program and Electronic Residency
- NSTIC

The Future of Identity Assurance
This Activity Area is used to stay abreast of existing ‘Future of Identity’ initiatives, participate in existing initiatives, or develop new initiatives.

Vectors of Trust

Laws of Identity Relationships

SP 800-63 Request for Information response

Common Control Objectives for ID Assurance Frameworks

Identity Proofing Standardization
Ongoing IAF maintenance
This Activity Area is concerned with active maintenance and enhancement of the current Identity Assurance Framework documents.

Actively seek input from Assessors and Applicants for improvements

Find and fix errata

Add Privacy criteria/considerations into the SAC

Define RP Obligations
• Could be model contracts or evaluation criteria or ????

Review and refine Glossary / terms-definitions
• Based on Ken Dagg’s work from 2013

WG Meeting Patterns
This section of the document is a proposal for regular IAWG conference call meetings. To reduce overall load on any particular participant, we propose to shift to monthly meetings for each of the Activity Areas plus a monthly ‘All Hands’ call. Each week of the month would cover one of the 4 areas in a predefined rotation.

All Hands Meeting

• In Depth Staff Report
  o New External Impacts
  o Events upcoming

• Voting / Approvals
  o Approve meeting backlog

• Discuss outbound liaison reports

• Discuss Activity Area plans for upcoming month

• Updates from: Kantara Board; Assurance Review Board; Leadership Council
IAF Maintenance
  • Collaborative work on deliverables in this Activity Area

IAF Globalization
  • Collaborative work on deliverables in this Activity Area

Future of Identity Assurance
  • Collaborative work on deliverables in this Activity Area